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From the rage between the Montagues and Capulets to the passion between Romeo and Juliet,
 this label is an abstract depiction of those feelings. The splatter on the top-right is blood-like, rough, 
and violent representing rage. The burst on the bottom left is uniform, delicate, and soft representing 

love and passion. Together in beautiful red foil, it creates a juxtaposition of both feelings. Printed on an 
all black, toothy paper stock, the bronze details of the brand and wine names give an elegant shelf pop. 

The bottle is dipped in black wax to seal the wine as a homage to the labor and love that goes into 
making this wine. The logotype is set in a serif where the each letter has a slight gap. This represents 

the constant tension between the two families, keeping the two star-crossed lovers apart.
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